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About Prostasia

● Formed in 2018 as a response to FOSTA

● Holistic, multidisciplinary and multistakeholder

● Has zero tolerance for child sexual abuse

● But we don’t believe it’s necessary to abandon 
our core values to project children

● Demands child protection measures be fair, 
effective, and human rights compliant

● Has a positive agenda for child protection



The consultation in a nutshell

● The existing CSAM reporting regime is:

– incompatible with the ePrivacy Directive

– ad hoc and uncoordinated

– inconsistently complied with

● The consultation could result in:

– a new European regime for reporting known (and 
perhaps new) CSAM (and perhaps grooming)

– a new European centre to support member 
states in fighting CSA online and offline



Platform regulation and CSAM

● In the United States, platforms are required 
to report CSAM that comes to their attention 
to NCMEC.

● They are not required to look for CSAM 
because this could be a warrantless search 
and seizure that could make the evidence 
worthless.

● The EARN IT Act is an attempt to change this 
by removing safe harbor protections for 
platforms that negligently or recklessly allow 
users to upload CSAM. 



Problems with the NCMEC regime

● NCMEC is a government actor (10th circuit)

● But it isn’t subject to freedom of information

● There is no way to review its secret hash lists

● Regime works on trust… but is it trustworthy?

● European standard-setting could create:

– Greater accountability and transparency

– Minimum standards for effectiveness of tools

– Less duplication and greater efficiency

– Uphold fundamental human rights standards



What is hash scanning?

● Known CSAM images are 
transformed into numerical hash 
values using algorithms such as 
PhotoDNA.

● These are added to databases that 
are maintained by reporting hotlines 
NCMEC and the Internet Watch 
Foundation (IWF).

● Internet platforms scan uploaded 
files and compare them against 
these hashes.

● If a match is found the image can be 
quarantined and reported.



Voluntary Principles on CSEA

● In March 2020 the Five Eyes governments 
introduced Voluntary Principles to Counter 
Online Child Sexual Exploitation and Abuse

● The principles urge technology companies to 
attempt to address CSAM in ways that go 
above and beyond hash scanning:

– Identifying new CSAM that can’t be identified 
using PhotoDNA hash scanning

– Identifying and combatting online grooming

– Acting against material that isn’t illegal but that 
“may be connected” to CSAM



Expanding scanning to include AI

● Governments have encouraged platforms to 
use AI tools to detect grooming and nudity

● These tools are proprietary, discriminatory, 
and inaccurate



From Prostasia’s submission

The "maximum extent possible" is not a strong 
enough safeguard. In the case of tools that rely 
on artificial intelligence algorithms, the 
"maximum extent possible" might still be a 
low level of accuracy, and we know that such 
tools tend to be biased against minorities, 
meaning that most false positives will 
disproportionately impact LGBTQ+ people, 
BIPOC people, and sex workers, who are 
already face discrimination and over-
censorship.

“



Limits of censorship and arrests

In the long term, we can't continue to just censor and 
arrest our way out of the problem of image-based child 
sexual exploitation. This requires a serious and long-term 
investment in prevention as well as co-operation and 
resources from government, the charitable sector and the 
industry itself. As a society we always tend to favor 
intervention once a crime has been committed (or the 
illness incurred) rather than in the less glamorous and 
longer process of prevention. But until we take this 
approach, we will always be fighting fires.

— Andrew Puddephatt, Chair, Internet Watch Foundation

“



Prevention and stigma don’t mix

● Understanding how abuse happens matters

● Nobody is condemned to become an abuser

● Prevention works!



Points to cover in your submission

● If CSAM scanning is to be legalized, it should 
be limited to voluntary hash scanning

● Europe could promote better accountability 
and transparency of this system globally

● If a centre to combat CSA is to be formed, it 
must be inclusive and avoid capture by LEA

● Internet platforms don’t hold all the keys

● More needs to be invested in prevention, 
including reducing stigma around the topic



Conclusion

● Child sexual abuse is:

– not just a technology issue

– not just a criminal justice issue

– but a preventable public health issue

● The stigma around CSA:

– makes it challenging to stand up for human rights

– favors criminal justice and big tech censorship

– makes us believe that prevention is impossible

● This consultation could help turn the tide



Don’t forget to respond!

https://bit.ly/38vPCKC

https://bit.ly/38vPCKC


Q&A

● Please pose your questions to the panel

● Also please follow us on social media!

– Panelist social media links on the event website

● Follow us on Twitter @ProstasiaInc

● Like us on Facebook

– https://fb.com/ProstasiaInc

● Visit https://prostasia.org to:

– Subscribe to our newsletter 

– Become a member or sponsor
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